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WHERE DO YOU WORK
I work for SSM Health St Anthony at a
wonderful clinic in Blanchard OK. I am part
time faculty for St Anthony Family Medicine
Residency doing inpatient rounds once a
quarter and procedure conferences. On the
side I own Image and Soul Cosmetic Clinic and
Spa, where I spend 1.5 days a week helping
women match up their inner perception of self
with their outer projection; I help them find
their confidence. Often this is more counseling
and not doing procedures but we offer a wide
variety of minimally invasive cosmetic
procedures to enhance their appearance.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE FAMILY MEDICINE?
My choice to become a family physician was a bit complex. I love
procedures and fixing things. I was drawn to general surgery and had
applied to general surgery feeling a bit like I was slighting my team as an
FCMIG officer. I also applied to Family Medicine. My husband was very
much against General Surgery and the life and the divorce rate with in
that life. Leading up to the final weeks of the interview process I reflected
on who was happy and reflected on all the people that I interacted with
from each specialty. The Family doctor was the happy guy in medicine, still
practicing well past retirement often and finding balance in home and
work. I withdrew my surgery application took one last sniff of the OR and
moved on. St Anthony Family Medicine residency gave me a great
opportunity through OB training to remain in the OR doing C-sections
which kept my hands busy.
MOST FULFILLING MOMENT OF YOUR CAREER OR EDUCATION
My moment is still happening. The relationships I have with my patients
by far is the most rewarding part of my career. These are my people. We
laugh together and cry together. I love what I do and I wouldn't trade it
for anything.

OAFP MEMBERSHIP HISTORY
I became an OAFP -FCMIG officer my first year of
Medical school in 2004. I continued to be on the FCMIG
leadership team though my OU College of Medicine
career and remained part of the OAFP board in the
membership committee until recently when I found
myself an officer of the OAFP.

More About Misty Bogle

WORDS OF WISDOM TO
RESIDENTS & STUDENTS
Every step of medical education you will find yourself looking
forward and saying, “it will be better when I’m_____”. Know that
each phase is different and has its own challenges. If you were
called to medicine, it is a calling and thus has sacrifices. Find
contentment in each stage and learn as much as you can.. Oh,
and when you graduate, you are not expected to get a luxury car
and a big house. Don’t go house broke and be enslaved to a
position to pay a mortgage.

FAVORITE QUOTE
Truth is a place lost somewhere between the reality of
two people’s perceptions. I use this a lot when
counseling couples that are struggling.

WHEN YOU'RE NOT WORKING
II like to coach my kids basketball and softball teams, garden, cook and
I run for stress relief. My favorite place is Lake Tenkiller where cell
reception demands me to separate myself from work. We have a
camper and I love to scuba dive and water ski. The idea of travel is
always on my mind but I rarely take the time for it.

BIGGEST ROLE MODEL
The Great Physician, Jesus. I am a Christian and that is very important
to me. I'm guided and grounded through this. I love all religions and
people regardless of my own beliefs and I think that is how it should be.

